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About This Game

METAGAL is an 2D platformer action game.

You will take the shoes of "Meta" ,a cyborg girl, in her quest to rescue her Creator "Dr Ray" from the hands of "General
Creeper", the evil leader of a rogue army!!

Also Metagal's sisters, were kidnapped by Creeper: he turned them in battle cyborgs, in order to use their powers to rule the
world!! Meta must face her sisters, free them, and copy their abilities. She must fight for 8 stages of intense action, and prepare

herself for the final confrontation against Creeper himself!

[Unique Features]

- Classic jump and shoot style platformer.

- 8 levels with unique environment,detailed design and different gimmick.

- 30 Enemies types not including Boss

- Defeat Gal No.# Boss and use their weapon.
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- Collect secret items to power up your character.

- Soft death penalty with "Gear" system allows player to resolve their mistakes with less frustration.

- Controller and Keyboard customize support.

- Finish the game once and play as Boss Characters each come with their own power and upgrade!

*Note* This game support only "XInput controllers" Like Xbox 360 Controller for Example
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Title: METAGAL
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
RetroRevolution
Publisher:
RetroRevolution
Release Date: 23 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: min Windows XP

Processor: any processor with more than 1ghz (even less)

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: any card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 19 MB available space

Sound Card: any card

English,Italian,Simplified Chinese,Thai
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very fun good game must get. I give this game a positive recommendation, however I reluctantly refunded this title for one main
reason: The game felt too simple and didn't seem to require much effort... That said, this is the best feeling flying simulation I
have used in VR. The cockpit is wonderful looking, and the two motion controller steering is just wonderful. Nice to be able to
use motion controllers in a flying sim. I loved the feeling of just flying around, but things like planets felt fake (you bounce off
them) and I swear I flew right through an asteroid. Aiming feels funny as well - but again, this game came out on top as far as
the feeling it gave me.. This visual novel is short and cute, rather unlike the game's star Nerith. Except when she's cute. She's
still not short though. As can be expected given the premise there is a whole lot of awkward (which includes very non-Japanese
voices using Japanese affectations), but if one can get past that there is a lot (a little) to enjoy (because the game's short). I found
the voice acting charming despite some weirdness. The art was rather pleasant. The story bumbled around a bit but that was
entirely appropriate given its circumstances. Our time together was brief, but I found myself rather attached to the characters by
the end. I hope things go well for them.

Despite its brevity, this game is an easy recommend, especially to anyone who has put long hours into MMOs (where the brevity
may be a plus), especially on sale.. Wow, this game is crazy! Much better than what I expected. I thought it was just going to be
another scary game, but there's an intriguing level of depth here. It reminded me of the movie Cube in a way, and Dark Souls of
course. It also feels polished and has free locomotion. Definitely worth trying out.. like this, because it`s a funny and easy
game...
+ u must finish Hitler
+ u can drunk vodka
+ u can pick up Kalashnikov
+ u can met illuminati
+ u can enjoy beautiful soundtrack. English:

It is a game for 5 minutes. But one or two of the puzzles are absolutly NOT doable! Really. In every Walkthrough I had to
watch, they also said that those puzzles are not possible! And after ( about 5 puzzles ) the game ( well. "part 1" ) is over.
Really disappointing! I really wouldn't buy it for 7\u20ac! Thank God I paid only 2\u20ac.. that is too much either .. sadly!

Deutsch:

Ein Spiel das nach gef\u00fchlten 5 Minuten zu ende ist! Dennch sin ein bis zwei R\u00e4tsel absolut nicht zu l\u00f6sen! Also
wirklich nicht zu l\u00f6sen! Selbst die Walkthroughs ( Komplettl\u00f6sungen ) die ich mir anschauen musste ( um im "Spiel"
weiter zu kommen ) sagen sie selbst, das dies absolut unm\u00f6glich ist! Das Spiel beinhalten ca, 5 R\u00e4tsel danach ist das
Spiel ( nunja "Part 1" ) zuende. Absolut entt\u00e4uschend und keine 7\u20ac Wert! Zum Gl\u00fcck habe ich es "nur"
f\u00fcr 2\u20ac gekauft... Immernoch zu viel.. Schade!
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. I love the Mystery P.I. games. They are faithful to HOG fans, the artwork is wonderful, and the game is very engaging. I
enjoyed the puzzles. This is very well done. I wish they offered more in this series. I would snap up all of them.. Listen to me all
of you ♥♥♥♥ing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ who buy this game, I refunded this game and it still let me play it, now one night when i wasnt
playing anything i accidentaly got in the ♥♥♥♥ing game, it started lagging then i left the game and now every ♥♥♥♥ing game
i have is now lagging and i have i7 GTX 960 and its brand new! ♥♥♥♥ YOU YOU RUSSIAN ♥♥♥♥♥ES you ♥♥♥♥ed my
computer. This game brings back to the roots the GTA series and developes such a "good" story to it.
Rate 10/10
Would Smash Again. As cool as it is, I just couldn't find myself enjoying it. Everything felt underwhelming and unsatisfying,
the grind was obnoxious and repetitive, nothing about the world was really that interesting outside of small interesting set pieces
like the airship (I don't care about the graphics, as I actually find it kinda charming, but the world itself leaves much to be
desired, as it's just a generic fantasy world except simplified); i'm sure there's more if I just keep trucking, but I just can't really
see a reason to keep going.

I came into the game optimistic, and I wasn't disappointed, it's just not fun or satisfying enough for me to justify sinking hours
and hours of game time into.

I will say though, that I really liked the crafting mechanics! Either way though, i'll reiterate, it's not necessarily bad, it's just
something I really can't see myself sinking a ton of time into. I'm very picky about what VR games I buy, and this is the first VR
game where I took a break because I got bored, instead of taking a break because I was tired. That's not a good thing.
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Really simple and cheap yet so great. The simple idea of getting the key and going to the next level is very well executed with
multiple unlockable gamemodes etc. It's a cheap game you just need to have in your library.
AND THE QUESTS HAVE ORK RACISM!

11/10. Toonstruck is a hidden gem between the many point-and-click adventures of the 90's. The game was delivered almost
two years too late, with a development cost of over 8 million. Sadly, the game underperformed in sales thanks to bad marketing
and -in executive producer David Bishop's words- "the worst packaging I've ever seen".

Despite all this, the game was positively reviewed by critics, which is how I found out about it. Back around 1999-2000 (I was
9-10) I got a hold of a collection of old gaming magazines dating between 1995-1998. And I would peruse these papers near
daily, I loved the screenshots and imagery, even the ads. Next to point-and-click adventures like "The Neverhood" "Leisure Suit
Larry 7" and "Discworld" there was Toonstruck, which really did stand out to me at the time. I loved cartoons, I loved Roger
Rabbit/Looney Tunes/Disney, so I loved the idea of this game. Even for 1999 this still felt like some kind of technical marvel.
But games were expensive for a kid like me, and I never got to actually try most of these.

Flash forward, about 11 years into the future. I built my then new monster PC rig (which I still use at this time of writing) only
to dig these magazines back up...to then play DOS games on it through DOSbox. Toonstruck was the first game I thought of,
and I marathonned it start to finish in about 3 evenings. The game had an open ending due to content being cut, but even with
that I wasn't dissapointed. It's a great ride with fun dialogue, great visuals, top-notch voiceacting, and a lot of clever references
and jokes. The S&M barn scenario has never left my memory! (for better or worse) All the cut content was being kept seperate
for a sequel (you can see some of it in the trailer, like the Van Gogh bit) but this never came to pass. The rights to the game
became seperated, and are to this day still lost in limbo. There is still a small glimmer of hope left, since old devs behind the
game ARE willing to get the second game off the ground. IF enough people are interested. But with Christopher Lloyd's old age,
and Tim Curry suffering a stroke back in 2012 which he is still recovering from...I wonder if this should be done at all. I feel it's
all just a little too late...

The puzzles can seem a bit hard at times, but if you keep looking patiently you will always reach that "eureka" moment. At
which point you're usually rewarded with a cutscene or some kind of fun interaction. I love this stuff. Once the game appeared
on steam I immediately grabbed it (incidentally I also owned it on gog.com but I forgot about it). The game is being run through
ScummVM and it does a fair enough job, I just wish I could run it in a window like I do with most of my games nowadays.

As an extra note, I was a bit confused with the controls of the game. All the basic gameplay can be done by simply using the
mouse. But saving was a bit of a mystery and it took some googling. So here's the extra bit you need;

F1: Options screen
F5: Save menu
F6: Load menu
M: Music on/off
S: Sound effects on/off
D: Dialogue on/off
T: Text on/off

Hope this helps!. Well... this game was a refreshing surprise to play. Of course, I didn't beat the game yet, but I'm going to
eventually. I'll revise this review when I manage to do so.

Current score as I'd rate it? About 8.5 out of 10.. i had a lot of fun the advanture where fun the graffit where nice and the story
was good. A real hidden gem, it deserves more recognition!. Review: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tphlFIkSmcg&feature=youtu.be

Hey everyone, it's been a while. Tonight's game is Dark Throne, which looked great from the screenshots. I'm slowly starting to
learn that visuals aren't everything but they're *usually* a good indicator. Maybe I've just been unlucky of late.

Anyways, on to this game. I was all set for a great 2D Dark Souls experience but straight away something seemed a little off..
the way the character moved and the UI leaves something to be desired too.
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The enemies (who look like The Bastard Of Bolton from Game of Thrones!) bizarrely bounce of your shield. The amount of
endurance (green bar) you lose for each hit they do is basically nothing as you'll recover it all back before they even attack
again.

The game is blatantly meant to be Dark Souls right, so why change the controls? I mean I can understand a little adjustment
from 3D to 2D but why is right trigger block?! Why does the B button bring up the help menu instead of rolling? Why isn't
there a roll button? Why can't you attack mid-air?

All of the animations are hilariously fast, yet the game play isn't so I'm pretty sure it's not because my computer's running the
game mega-quick. Also why does my character, who is a knight in heavy armour, FLOAT when he jumps?!
. no brainer.
fun to play,
fire fire fire :)

patch v1.14:

- ALTERED: Dialogue
- ALTERED: "Watch a play" is now "Play Mode". Update Notes 1.002:
Hello everyone, I hope you are enjoying the game. I just posted the first update to fix some issues. As the following:

Messages can now be skipped.

Boxes are dragged more easily.

I improved the speed of the princess not to run too much.

The daggers no longer collide with items and coins.

Soon I will release new updates with improvements and new maps.

See you later!. Exodus Launches Later TODAY!:
Hello Everybody!
Dave and I have both been waiting for this day for a long time, and we hope you are as excited as we are to launch Exodus! Our
earliest possible launch time is around 3:00PM EST so we are aiming to launch at that time, if not sooner.

We look forward to bringing many more updates in the future and bringing our dream to life.
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LucasGame Studios
Kubala Virtual Reality Applications. Announcing Zoom Player v10:
Announcing Zoom Player v10 final!

In version 10 we made great strides in making Zoom Player's fullscreen user interface and user experience much more
accessible and intuitive.

But that's not all, a new pre-configuration wizard lets you automatically configure Zoom Player based on the device used, be it a
regular desktop PC, a Home Theater PC or a Tablet/Touch device.

New fullscreen navigation interfaces can be used in v10 to easily configure the media library without having to exit fullscreen
mode and switch between Audio and Subtitle streams with ease.

New "Hot Corners" usability feature that easily accesses dialogs or additional functionality with the mouse or touch input.

New support for custom functionality assigned to the 4th and 5th mouse buttons.

New patterns for the customizable fullscreen navigation interface, including visually enhanced default patterns.

Better 4K video playback using MadVR and a large frame buffer.

In v10, load time was improved, especially when running an initial configuration.

Check out the complete change list for v10:
http://inmatrix.com/files/zoomplayer_whatsnew.shtml. Update v0.8 out now!:
Another month, another update! This update focuses on multiplayer coop play through the addition of factions.

MAJOR NEW FEATURES. First patch for "Director's Cut" version is live!:
Hi everyone,

Thank you for all the love and support you've given us since we released the "Director's Cut" super-patch! Also, thanks for the
patience - we know there are still bugs to be fixed, and we are working on it. We've seen your reports in our bug report system,
as well as on the forums, reddit and even Twitter. Thank you for helping in making this game better! :)

Today we are addressing most of the things you've reported, but there's still work left to do.

Especially, I'd like to talk about two things.

1) If you are on Mac or Linux and have been having problems launching the game, we figured out why - it's actually a Steam
patch problem related to us renaming the executable. That's why we were having it work for some people but not work for
others.

**TO FIX THIS ISSUE**
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- Go to your Library, and right-click "Chroma Squad";
- Select "Properties";
- Select the "Local Files" tab;
- Select the option "Browse Local Files";
- Now, on the game folder, right click "chromasquad";
- Select the "Get Info" option;
- Open the folder Contents\MacOS;
- Rename the file "mac2" to "chromasquad";

Please let us know if this solves the issue for you.

2) If you are experiencing a freeze on the final boss (please avoid spoilers and don't mention the name of the boss on the
comments), we have fixed an issue on that fight, but we have failed to reproduce some of the cases that you have reported -
we've played this fight over 20 times and it seems perfectly stable on our machines now.

Please let us know if the freeze still occurs for you. If it does, send us a report with your email through the in-game system. We
might ask you for your save game file to try and catch this elusive issue.

That's it for today :)

Cheers,

~Mark

**Patch Notes**
Fixed an issue where multiple pop-ups would stack on top of each other;
Fixed an issue where changing resolution in-game would freeze the game;
Fixed an issue where NG++ Bosses had more health and damage than intended;
Fixed an issue with Cloud Saving on MacOS;
Fixed an issue with camera movement not working properly with the mouse;
Fixed an issue where the game would rarely crash when launching the last episode of Season 5;
Fixed an issue where some gamepad labels would show up when playing with the mouse;
Fixed an issue where the mouse cursor would disappear if you used a touch-screen-enabled PC;
Fixed an issue where some Achievements were not working on Steam;
Fixed an issue where the Chromatize button label would disappear after failing an episode;
Fixed an issue where the final boss would freeze on its second transformation;
Fixed an issue where trying to Resume a paused Mecha Fight would result in the game freezing;
Fixed an issue where the Options menu would not close on the Studio screen;
Fixed the "Save My Telly" and "Episodes Hero" achievements;
Fixed an issue where the game would rarely crash on the final Mecha Fight;
Fixed an issue where you could skip an episode in Season 5;
Fixed several other minor bugs;. #MinistryofQuotes:
The main character’s name Bill; he is a janitor at the Ministry. His uncle, the Minister of Finance, helped Bill to get this job. But the
uncle is not so generous as you may think - he is planning a thievery! He is under surveillance himself, so he needed an insider to
wrap up a deal. In the evenings the Minister of Finance packs cash in garbage bags and throws them down the garbage chute, while
Bill is carefully taking these bags out of the building. Oh, and we have choices in Beholder 2 so you can choose your strategy: help
the uncle to steal from the State or frame him and take his position as a Minister.
What a great story... Or should I say COULD have been a great one if only producer hadn’t rejected it...

Wait, I have another idea...
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. Plague in us PROLOGUE comes to
Steam!:
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The Plague is bountiful. It has prepared for you all a gift, that will wait for you on Steam... Soon Plague in us will receive a free,
playable prologue, chapter 0 for the story!

Add Plague in us to your Wishlist and be first to play the prologue!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/992690/Plague_in_us. Share your feedback!:
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FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE[goo.gl]

Want to help us gather feedback or maybe you want to share some of your ideas with us? Go here to fill short questionnaire: 
https://goo.gl/forms/Hph0fxyms6i1zxlH3

We appreciate your help. Thank you :)
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